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LUCC Budget Cut *6,500
Next year the LUCC budget is
expected to be $29,960, down
$6,500 from this year’s budget of
$36,460. The cut was made to help
provide funds for a new “ Con
vocation” fund and a new “ Major
Events” fund. In addition, the
money will go into the Com 
mencement fund and a fund for
use by the Jazz Band and other
music organizations.
According to Marwin Wrolstad,
Vice P reside nt for Business
Affairs, there will actually be
“more money overall” pumped
into student a c tiv itie s . The
convocation fund w ill spend
$3,000, the Major Events fund
$13,000 and the budget increases
for commencement and music
organizations add up to $3,350.
M ike Now ak, P re sid e n t of
LUCC is displeased with the new
budget He said, “ they’re taking
money away from us and putting
it where we c a n ’t get at it.
They’re saying, well we’re going
to spend it on something you
would use it for: but to make
sure, we’re going to do it.”
The emphasis of the new funds
is on getting ‘big nam es’ to come
to Lawrence. Charles Lauter, the
Dean of Student Affairs, ex
plained the Convocations fund
m an age d by the P r e s id e n t’s
office, is designed to bring ‘big
name speakers’ to Lawrence.
The Major Events fund, managed
by the Public Relations office is
supposed to bring ‘m ajor per
formances’ such as plays by the
Guthrie Theater, concerts by Van
Cliburn and any appearances by
people of “ very considerable
reknown. ”
Both Lauier and Wrolstad feel
that one of the important ad
vantages of the Convocations will
be to bring the U n iv e rsity
together. Since convocations

were dropped several years ago,
the only all-campus functions
have been official ceremonies
Wrolstad hopes that the con
vocations will create a greater
sense of community at Lawrence,
and also provide students with
successful figures in Liberal Arts
whom they can look up to. He
feels that this can help alleviate
the problem many students are
faced with in that they cannot see
the usefulness of a Liberal Arts
education for its own sake.
Nowak feels that there are
public relations interests which
influenced the decision to seek
out big names. When a ‘big
nam e’, whether a speaker, such
as Nelson Rockefeller, or a rock
group, such as the Rolling Stones
comes to Lawrence, it draws
attention to Lawrence’s existence
and helps its image This doesn’t
actually help students that much
because, Nowak said, “ if for
instance Schlesinger speaks, we
get our name in the papers, but if
he doesn’t give that good a lec
ture, the students don’t get that
much from it.” He feels the
Public Relations office and the
Development office should be
paying for this publicity, not the
students.
Balancing the budget is the
m ain problem, as Nowak sees it
He envisions having to reduce
most LUCC accounts. This ac
cording to Lauter, is no more
than the University has to do all
of the time for it’s own accounts.
He added that because LUCC is
expected to have a surplus of
funds at the end of this year, the
situation will not be all that
serious.
Nowak mentioned cutting $850
from the AAA budget as an
example of the cuts that will have
to be made This money has been

Career Day Planned
by Lisa Weins
Describing the fourth annual
Career Days as “one of the best
things the Lawrence University
Alumni Association does.” Mr.
Ron Trever '60 outlined plans for
the project to interested students
Tuesday.
T rever,
a
local
a lu m n i
organizer for career information,
explained that the April 18-19 trip
to Chicago is to help determine
job interests, not to find job
prospects. In Chicago many LU
graduates are co-operating with
L ouise H utchinson and Jo h n
Dyrud, Chicago co-ordinators of
the project.
S tudents p a r tic ip a tin g w ill
leave for C hicag o T hursd ay
afternoon. An alum ni host fam ily
is assigned if the student does not
live in the Chicago area. Friday
morning, each student will ac
company an LU graduate to his
or her job, gaining first-hand
insight into a particular career
The student w ill re tu rn to
Lawrence Friday night. Trever is
planning a luncheon for feedback
and criticism of the students’
experience.
The benefits are obvious.”
Trever commented. “ You are
shown other options besides
graduate school and teaching By
sitting down and having someone
explain good and bad aspects of a
job, you get a feel for the specific
vocation.”
Careers represented include
high school orchestra direction,
pathology, law, sales, business,
m a n a g e m e n t,
social
w ork,
library science, health careers,
college teaching and quite a few
others Mr Marshall Hulbert.
director of alum ni affairs, em
phasized that effort is made to
match students with an LU

graduate working in the p ar
ticular field in which they are
interested
Trever advised students to be
open and ask questions, because
“ the people in Chicago are very
willing to help It sometimes
happens that students talk to
more people than planned.”
Students are asked to fill out
in fo rm a tio n form s e x p la in in g
their interest in the field, how
much experience, knowledge or
training they have had and
special interests or questions.

Impeachmen t
Sim ulation
Scheduled
A Presidential Impeachment
Simulation will be conducted
late r this term by students
enrolled in the two American
politics courses The simulation
will anticipate (or re-create) a
number of processes involved in
a possible impeachment of the
President of the United States
Included in the simulation will
be deliberation and ruling by the
House J u d ic ia r y C o m m itte e ,
floor consideration and voting on
the Committee report by the
House of Representatives, and a
Senate trial on any impeachment
articles voted by the House
Participation in this event has
been opened up to interested
students outside of the two
courses on a first-come, firstserved basis
Those interested in p a r 
ticipating in the simulation as
House or Senate members should
contact Mr Longley in person or
by way of a note in his mailbox as
soon as possible.

used to send a black student with
the Admissions department for
recruiting Freshmen. This, he
feels, will have to be picked up by
the Admissions department.
There are som e accounts
though, that Nowak feels cannot
be cut back on. The campus
organizations funded by LUCC
thus, will, after SEC, suffer the
greatest cuts, in his estimation
He feels that this is unfair to the
organizations, whose costs are
not being absorbed by the new
funds.
The reason for creating new
funds, separate from the LUCC
budget, was so that long range
plans could be made. Because of
the “continuity of the university
organizations in charge” of these
funds, ‘big n am e’ figures could be
engaged several years in ad 
vance. Wrolstad added that this
could not be done by LUCC
because it changes completely
every year, thereby obviating
any long term planning
While Nowak “ can agree (that)
LU CC
m ig ht
not
be
the
organization to bring in big name
speakers,” he does “question
how much the students will be
willing to give up. If all of the
money (removed from LUCC
budget) comes from the SEC
budget, they might not be able to
have a band at a ll.” SEC is the
committee which has in the past
sponsored all of the activities now
assumed by the new funds, and
also sponsors the homecoming
concert.
Another complaint expressed
by Nowak is that the emphasis on
“ big name speakers” is not
n ece ssarily good. Big n am e
speakers, he feels are not
necessarily good speakers. But
because they have a name, they
are in demand Lauter, voicing
his personal feelings, adds that
even if these individuals by
chance can speak well, they will
often be saying things which they
have said at several previous
lectures and-or pub lic news
conferences. He feels that often,
Lawrentians will not be provided
with “new ideas to stimulate
thinking” . It will make much
more sense, according to Nowak,
to bring several, less known
speakers who have something
new to say.
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Women’s Week
Begins Monday
by Nancy Bobrowitz
The First Annual Lawrence
U n iv ersity
W o m e n ’s
Week
Symposium will be held next
week, April 8-14, with Madison
Assemblywoman Midge Miller
featured as the keynote speaker.
A variety of events, including
lectures and discussions on
women in politics, law. medicine
an d ath le tics is scheduled
throughout
the
week
Ma
Houston, from Operation Push in
C hicag o, and Velvet Bush,
Assistant Dean of Students at
UW-Oshkosh, will both be on
campus to speak.
Also taking part in the sym 
posium will be Ann Brum m ond,
Assistant District Attorney for
Outagam ie County Ms. B ru m 
m ond is S a g e ’s new head
resident.
The
B lack
W o m e n ’s
Association and Downer Council
are co-sponsoring the W omen’s
Symposium in order to “ increase
aw areness of p o te ntial co n 
tributions of women to society
an d to the L aw rence c o m 
m unity” , says Suzanne LeVan,
who is coordinating W om en’s
Week with the help of Barbara
Pillinger, Dean of Women.
Friday night’s movie promises
to be one of the high points of the
week.
In
a d d itio n
to
a

d o cu m e n tary about
Angela
Davis, The Best of the New York
Festival of W omen’s Filins will
be shown. Ms. LeVan describes
the first of these films as an
anim ated story of a woman and a
m an m a k in g love w ith in 
terruptions. “ At least it will be an
interesting evening,” she said
Other notable events include a
Saturday afternoon roller skating
party on April 13 and the display
of “ Women at l^awrence: A
Photographic Study” by Elliot
Berlin, in the Mary E Morton
W omen’s Center. Exhibit hours
will be 1-3 p.m. Thursday, 1-4 and
7-10 p .m . F r id a y , 7-10 p .m .
Saturday and 1-4 p.m. Sunday
An an tholo gy of w om en's
poetry edited by Diane Larie will
be available on Sunday, April 14,
at the final event of the week,
“ Poetry Reading and Sherry”
with Rose Woodson, Admissions
C ounselor at L aw re nce. The
anthology will also be available
in the dorms during the week.
Members of the committee for
p la n n in g the sy m p o siu m , in
addition to Ms LeVan and Dean
Pillinger, are Maquita Moody,
Katie Borman, Sally March,
Meredeth Myers, Thea Ellery,
Betsy Morris, Patty Reins, Chris
M c C a rth y ,
and
Libet
Schumacher

Wage Increase Adds Disruption
by Donna Johnson
The recent Wisconsin state
legislation increasing m inim um
wages to $1 88 has led to
d issa tisfa c tio n am o n g student
and town workers at the Jason
Downer Food Center, as well as
ca u sin g a lte ra tio n s
in
the
university budget.
This salary hike means that all
student workers will be receiving
the same amount, regardless of
class and position. This also
means that the salary of the
women who work full-time at
Downer will fall closer to that of
the student worker
There were strong reactions to
this by some of the women
w orkers. W hen asked their
opinion on the issue, one worker
replied, “ We’re underpaid for the
amount of work we’re doing ”
Another complained, “ It’s unfair
that you don’t get a raise. We
d o n ’t get time-and-a-half on
weekends, either.”
Eric Carleen, one of the hosts
at Downer commented, “ The
women are getting a bad deal
There should be changes m ade in
the policy.” Mike Nowak, also a
host, agreed. “ I do think they’re
getting a bum deal.”
The women workers are not the
only ones
Because of the
unexpected increase in wages.

the five cent bonus gradation will
be eliminated for this year.
However, there will be held a
meeting to revise the price
gradation for future years. The
previous arrangement had been
that if a student had worked at a
certain place year after year, he
would get an annual increase of a
nickel per hour The increase in
wages has been considered unfair
to the seniors who will be getting
the least amount of increase in
pay.
On the adm inistrative side of
the issue, there were various
attitudes on the decision made to
eliminate the five cent raise
Charles Lauter, Dean of Student
A ffa irs , stated, “ T h e re ’s no
money in the budget to comply
with the increase This m ay seem
cold as far as the seniors are
concerned, but in term s of
m aking a priority decision for
this situation, I would have to
argue not to go into debt ” But the
university has gone into debt
regardless According to Marwin
W ro lstad , vice president of
Business A ffa irs, a sum of
$7,962 36 must come out of the
university’s budget in order to
meet the difference In reference
to the wage increase, Wrolstad
was quoted as saying, “This is
really such a complete surprise,

a real sweeper!” Dean Lauter
claim s that they were watching
for the federal instead of the state
m inim um wage to increase.
The decision to eliminate the
raise for students was drawn up
at a presidential staff meeting
held Tuesday, March 19. Peter
Totten, director of financial aid
at Lawrence,claims not to have
had any know ledge of the
meeting When asked how he
found out about the decision, he
replied, “ Mr Whitcomb told m e ”
Whitcomb, just acquired by the
university, is the director of
personnel at Lawrence. When
questioned on the subject, he
refused to comment Totten also
stated that, “ He (Whitcomb) has
nothing to do with student af
fairs.”
It is the general feeling of the
adm inistration that their decision
w ill not pose any serious
problems. Mike Nowak, LUCC
preside nt an d, as m entioned
before, a host at Downer, does not
agree He sees the decision as
being “grossly unfair " He thinks
many of the students will seek to
find better jobs in town where
they will now have a chance at
better wages and possibly a pay
raise after a shorter time span
than a year,
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Three Issues

There are three “contemporary” issues, seemingly minor
to some, which we feel reflect three important problems -both
for us at the Lawrentian and for the community at large.
These three issues are the Colman dining hall problem, the
decision on the pay raises at Downer, and the problem con
cerning pets on campus.
The first, we feel, is an example of the manner in which
decisions are made at Lawrence. The real issue is not whether
Colman will be closed next year - but, rather, the way that
decision might be made. In a memorandum to the Analytical
Studies Committee, an administrator, commenting on the
Colman problem, wrote that “ the further economy to be
realized by complete closing of the Colman dining facility
ought to be kept in mind. Student acceptance would have to be
developed by further phasing down of the Colman operation.”
Again, the decision to close Colman is, to the best of our
knowledge, a dead one; but the comment on student ac
ceptance exemplifies, perhaps, the attitude which some ad
ministrators have towards students.
If they really believed in what they were doing in offering
us a good, solid, liberal arts education, it would not be
necessary to resort to the inculcation of acceptance. Sup
posedly, the students at Lawrence are competent enough to
apply what they have learned, to argue (maybe even disin
terestedly) on the merits of the case, to use sound
methodological and analytical reasoning to a problem and to
formulate their conclusions. Tell us the costs of the Colman
operation, the problems of operating two distinct dining
facilities at a school of this size, other factors which might
make the continued operation of Colman unfeasible, and how
we can further economize; but don’t inculcate acceptance into
us.
The second issue is a further indication of the decision
making processes here at Lawrence. Not only was there no
student input into the decision to re-arrange the pay scale at
Downer (the decision-makers plead a lack of time), but more
interesting, Peter Totten, Director of Financial Aid, was not at
the meeting when the decision was made and only heard of it
through Mr. Whitcomb, the University personnel director who
is in no way involved with student affairs. One might expect
that the Financial Aid Director would be present at a meeting
which could conceivably effect the composition of students'
aid packages.
The third issue, an ever-recurring one for Lawrentian
reporters, is the problem of getting anyone to say anything -as
exemplified by the seemingly trivial story of a request to
Charles Lauter, Dean of Student Affairs, to bring Barbara
Pillinger, Dean of Women, to the J-Board. The underlying
issue, however, was her disinclination to discuss the matter
with the Lawrentian reporter who was sent to “cover” the
story, her belief being that it was both too sensitive and an
issue of little concern to the Lawrentian. Obviously, this
happens in discussion with almost anyone we have ever in
terviewed; this merely happens to be the most recent oc
currence.
We have neither attempted to dredge up issues nor blow
them out of proportion; but merely to show the interconnection
between “surface” issues and underlying problems. We feel
these are important problems which could be rectified by
frank discussion among concerned parties and a general
“openness” which has been noticeably lacking at Lawrence.

1971-75 ROOM RE Q U EST C A LE N D A R SCH EDU LE
Sm all House petitions are now available at the Housing Office.
Due date is Monday, April 8th
Off Campus Requests -a lim ited number of off campus requests
are now available for upper classmen based on seniority and
first come-first served basis.
Juniors who are interested in off campus requests m ay apply on
Wednesday and Thursday, April 10th and 11th
Fraternity Blocks -fraternity assignments must be returned to
the Housing Office by Monday, April 8th
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Threepenny Opera
Tickets will go on sale Monday
at the Box Office for Threepenny
Opera which will be presented by
the Skylight Theatre Company of
Milwaukee Friday, April 26 in
Stansbury Theatre. All tickets for
this special production are $2.75.
Curtain time is 8 p.m
The Skylight production travels
with a company of fifteen singing
actors, a jazz band of five and a
crew of stage technicians. The
score for this version of Brecht’s
play is by Kurt Weill He retained
only one song, “ Mack the Knife” ,
from the original score.
—o—
Tickets Available
T ickets for two u pcom ing
events are available at the Box
Office. The final Artist Series
concert of the year, featuring the
Early Music Consort of London,
will be held in the Chapel, Friday,
April 19 at 8 p.m The Consort
specializes in pre-classical music
and is best known locally for
doing the music in the television
series “Elizabeth R ” and the
films, “The Devils” and Henry
V III and his Six Wives” . Tickets
are $3.00 for students and $5.00
for adults. Student rush tickets
will be sold for $1.50 beginning
fifteen minutes before the per
fo rm an ce ,
if
tickets
are
available.
Chick Corea, jazz pianist, and
Return to Forever will present a
concert Sat., Apr. 20 in the
Chapel. Tickets for the concert,
sponsored by SEC, are $3.00 in
ad v an c e , $3.50 at the door.
R eserved
tickets
m ust
be
claim ed at the Box Office by 6
p.m ., Apr. 20 to qualify for the
discount.
Corea was the Dow nbeat
reader’s poll choice as top jazz
m an, top composer and top
pianist in 1973. This concert will
be his first W isconsin a p 
pearance.
—o—

Bridge Buffs
Saturday, April 13 will see the
second an nua l L aw rence In 
termural Bridge Tournament.
Last year 24 people were seated,
competed, and a good time was
had by all. The object is not,
however, to merely give a few
trophies away and forget about
the game until next year. There is
a small core of Duplicate Bridge
addicts who are trying to spread
the Light, as it were, to the rest of
the students and establish a
weekly d u p lic a te gam e on
campus. An attempt at this was
made, unsuccessfully, due to the
date of the game.
The tournament will be opened
to anyone who wants to play.
Hopefully, supremacy poinLs will
be awarded. Please note that only
the merest knowledge of the
game is required of the par
ticipants. For information or
encouragement, call Rich Hume
ext. 394 or Dave Chernick ext.
644.
—O—

LUCC Film s
The O u tin g C lub w ill be
showing films throughout the
te rm . The first
two arePhotoscenic Yosemite, April 14 at
9:30 p.m. and Colorado, Land of
the Long Look on April 19 at 10
p.m. They can be seen in the
Coffee House.
—o —
Pool Tourney
Jean Tissier announced a pool
tournament will be held this
term Interested persons should
sign up at the Grill counter or on
the door of her office by the April
17 deadline. Details will be
printed in next week’s paper.
—o—
Union Events
Photographs by Tom Neff are
currently on display in the main
corridor of the Memorial Union.
A display of art work by Ken
Orgel will continue in the Cof
feehouse through this Saturday.
Persons wishing to use the
Tutoring?
Union fa c ilitie s for display
N E E D E D : Tutor-Pal for 7th
practices or performances are
grade boy, S .E
Appleton;
encouraged to consult with
M u ltip le p ro blem s: H ostile;
Jeanne Tissier. ext. 254.
would prefer someone who’d be
—o—
in Appleton over the summer
Fear and Loathing
Anyone interested call Mar ge
Dr Hunter S. Thompson of fear
Gerlach at Volunteer services,
and lo a th in g fam e will be
739-6316.
speaking at Ripon College on
—o—
Wednesday, April 10. He will
Lantern Members Needed
perform (?) in the Harwood
Would you like to join LA N 
T ERN this spring17 If you’re Memorial Union starting at 8:00
interested in one to-one tutoring p.m. There will be no admission
call Bob Seavey, ext. 347. If The public is invited to attend.
you’re interested in tutoring at
—o—
the Oneida Indian reservation,
Help
call Craig Horlacher, ext. 324. If
We need rocking chairs and
y o u ’re
interested
in
the people to rock for a 48 hour
Children’s Recreation and en marathon May 3, 4 and 5. Help a
joying Sunday afternoons in the worthy cause and contact Mark
spring with a group of Appleton Atkinson at ext. 346.
kids, call Mark I^ e , ext. 344
—o—
—o—
Come to Dinner
Would you like the opportunity
Managerial Position
A p p lican ts are invited to to talk with any of the W omen’s
Week Sym posium speakers?
petition for the position of Viking
Room Manager The petitions Come have dinner with some of
them after the afternoon lectures
may be sent to Jeanne Tissier,
in Colman small dining room.
Don Hietpasor Marwin Wrolstad
The guests will be: Tuesday«—
Velvet Bush; Wednesday-Drs.
Scuba Club
Joo, Stuff, and Connie Smith.
Two Law rence un derg rads. Thursday- Rev. “M a” Houston,
John Sterba and Carl Olfelein are and Friday Barbara Hoffman.
o rg a n izin g L a w re n c e ’s first There will be no extra cost.
Scuba Diving Club They are Please make reservations by
planning to make several dives in calling ext 228
Door County, Lake Michigan, and
—o—
several other lakes in the M id
A rt Show
west. All interested divers
A special exhibition and sale of
contact either John “ V alve
Cracker” Sterba at the Delt original graphic works will be
House, x 644, or Carl “Grouper” presented Friday, April 19 in the
Olfelein at the Phi Delt House, x Art Center from 10 a.m . to 5 p.m
637. They know some good spots The T om linson C ollection of
and would like to go down with Baltimore will display works by
old and modern masters in 
you through the layers.
cluding Goya, Daum ier, Picasso,
< hagall, and Baskin, plus a
selection of etchings, woodcuts,
and lithographs by distinguished
ELEANOR ELLIS
c o n te m p o r a r ie s .
R ob ert
Sage Housekeeper
W oodside, ga lle ry represen
191I - 1974
tative, w ill be on hand during the
presentation to answer questions
about the works on view

Student Divers
The following student divers
have successfully passed the
written examination and pool test
in the basic Scuba diving cer
tific a tio n
course
held
at
Alexander gym second term.
This spring, these people will
take their open water check-out
dive in Lake Michigan Having
accomplished this, the Lawrence
student divers will be certified
Scuba Divers with the YMCA and
the National Association of Skin
D iv in g
Schools.
Our
congratulations to: John Davis,
Glen Yoshida, Cindy Figge, Ivan
Edwards, Hannah Eisner, Gary
Gorm an, Bill Stevenson, Joel
N orty, C athy M ille r, Kendy
Sheldon, Hazen Thomas.
—o—
French Table
All students interested in
speaking French together, meet
for dinner in the Downer Blue
Room Tuesday at 5:30.
—o—
Last Chance
There are still two or three
openings in the Munich Seminar.
Please get in touch with Hans
Ternes, ext. 434, if you’re in
terested. You will have a chance
to live with two different German
families, spend four weeks on
Lake Constance, take a one week
trip to Vienna, and “relax” for
five weeks in Munich.
—o—
The Germ an Departm ent is
offering its annual H. E rb prize.
Four prizes will be awarded; the
exact amount per prize is not
known yet, but is expected to
range between $25 and $75. This
year’s topic: a creative effort;
either in the form of a poem or a
prose narrative (anecdote, short
story, essay, novella, etc.) on a
theme of your own choosing.
Deadline: May 1.
German Shirts
Due to greater interest in the
E ning en U .A . T-shirts and
sweatshirts, Steve Tower will be
at Downer Monday and Tuesday
from 12 to 1 to take more orders.
LUTC
Kevin Laing and Bob Hermann
will enlighten any interested
parties on the art of juggling in a
workshop on April 7.
—o—
More LUTC
Downer will host the first
dinner meeting of the Theater
Company on April 10 at 5:30.
—o—
Co-op Mtg.
The entire LU com munity is
welcome to attend the co-op
meeting Wed night, 7 p.m. in
Riverview Lounge. At that time
will be discussed any and all
ideas for activities and services,
and decisions on finances, of
ficers, policies and various ac
tivities will be made. Only co-op
members may vote, but anyone
m ay speak, join or volunteer to
get involved.
—o—
Holler Skating
Come make some new friends
and enjoy a Saturday afternoon.
Join Black W om en’s Association
and Downer Council at their
roller
s k a tin g
party
next
S a tu rd a y ,
A p ril
13. Tran
sportation will be provided and
the cost of renting skates and
skating is $1.00. The bus will
leave from Downer at 2:00.
Saturday afternoon, April 13.
—o—
History 15
History 45, Topics in History,
will bo offered spring term 1975
by Mr. Hittle. Three topics are
under c o n s id e ra tio n ; 1) The
S ta lin ist E r a ; 2) Nineteenth
Century R u ssia n In te lle ctu al
History; 3) Readings in Com
parative History. Students who
are interested in participating in
this course are urged to express a
preference for one of these topics
on a sign up sheet to be posted on
the door of MH 416

John Bucklew
Last Sunday night Lawrence lost one of her finest
scholars. Dr. John Bucklew, professor of psychology died
abruptly of a heart attack. Dr. Bucklew received his Ph.D. from Indiana University in experimental psychology
and came to Lawrence in 1947. He was elected a Fellow' of
the American Psychological Association in 1958.
John Bucklew was many things but most of all he
was a true intellectual and a generalist in the highest
sense of the word. His competence in areas both inside
and outside of psychology was such that scholars in areas
of anthropology, sociology and political science would
request him to critically evaluate their manuscripts.
This scholarship is evidenced by his numerous articles
and several books. His works appear in a wide range of
journals and cover topics ranging from biological defects
in mental illness to recent advances and applications in
multivariate statistics. Yet, his curiosity for new fin
dings and new methods of analysis and his outstanding
record of publication never deterred him from his
primary enjoyment, teaching students, and teaching for
the most part on the time consuming tutorial basis. He
was the symbol of a near perfect integration of research
and instruction. He was what every college would like to
have -an active, alive, respected scholar in close contact
with students.
His scholarship will be carried on at the University of
Chicago, the University of Massachusetts and numerous
other universities where individuals reside who received
from him their training, their perspective and most
importantly, their courage to ask the difficult and often
embarrassing questions of their research and discipline.
This courage was also manifest in his concern for
this university as he worked long hours in shaping its
academic purpose on the Povolny Committee and as he
relentlessly fought its tendencies toward the provin
cialism characteristic of small Midwest colleges. In
addition, he had the courage to oppose the sometimes
fraudulent academic gimickery of would-be ad
ministrators on their way to more prestigious positions.
John Bucklew was always alive, atune to all the new
developments in government and economics and quite
often to recent changes and problems in the industrial
community as well. In addition, he was a lover of the arts
and blended this experience with his knowledge of
psychology to offer a course in the psychology of art.
Almost always optimistic, he viewed everything in terms
of a larger perspective and enjoyed watching the
evolution of events and ideas.
To my knowledge there were only two trends in
academia which he lamented: 1) the conversion of
universities to the industrial model and 2) the trend
toward “ narrow specialization” within each discipline.
Although he could find no solution to the former he was
himself Lawrence’s answer to the latter. But now that
spokesman is gone and we have suffered a severe loss.
—THOMASBAKER

Ever wonder who does all those funny little drawings that
appear every week on the pages of The Lawrentian? The creator
of the Enemy of Week, the Articles to the Editor hand, the
character balancing Main Hall on his nose, and our m ajor ad 
vertising artist is Joan Ogden, our own artist-in-residence and
we-say-it-she-draws-it expert. In one of our rare endorsements
for anything, the Lawrentian staff urges all students to attend
Joan ’s Senior Show — and see some real art. The show begins
this Sunday and continues through April 13 in the Art Center
Gallery.

A P R IL ART CE N T E R EVENTS
April 7 -April 13 — Joan Ogden, Senior Show, Gallery
April 14 -April 2« — Lana Woodruff, Senior Show, Gallery
April 1!» — Tomlinson Galleries Print Show and Sale. Art Center
April 21 -April 27 — Mary Byrne, Senior Show, Gallery
April 22 — Film , ‘Tales from a Book of Knights: The Houghton
D Shah-Nameh
April 28 -May 4 — Mary Forde, Senior Show, Gallery

LWCS
Committee Positions Open

by Beth Johnson
Now that it is spring term, LUCC will be busy picking students to
serve on university committees for 1974-1975 and planning the budget
for next year.
I would like to encourage students to apply for positions on
university committees. Without student support on these committees,
the whole purpose of making these committees “com m unity” groups
of administrators, faculty, and students, would be defeated Everyone
should have received a description of all the university committees
and an application form. If you did not receive a form please pick one
up in the LUCC office or contact me, Beth Johnson, ext 649, and I ’ll
send you one. Return the application blank to the LUCC office or to me
in Trever, by April 27.
All recognized Lawrence organizations who want to receive LUCC
funds next year must submit an itemized budget proposal to me by
April 19. If your organization did not receive the memo requesting a
budget proposal and you are interested in being considered in the
LUCC allocations for next year, please let me know We are working
with a sm aller budget than last year so please work and rework your
proposals so they are reasonable requests.
I would also like to clarify LUCC’s position concerning the Student
Co-op here on campus. Hopefully this discussion will clear up any
misunderstandings as to why money was allocated to the Co-op. LUCC
has allocated money for the Co-op to provide bus service to Madison
during the term, which is open to the Lawrence community. On Feb
13, 1974, LUCC allocated $200 as a capital investment to the C o -o d In
return the Co-op is to return $200 worth of benefits or services to the
com munity by June. This $200 was given with the understanding that
the $1 membership be discontinued The $1, if given, is to be received
as a donation, therefore membership in the Co-op is unrestricted If
people had paid the $1 before they could:
1) leave the $1 as a donation
2) get a $1 credit on a future activity
3) request the $1 be returned
LUCC felt that if the Co-op was requesting com munity funds the Co-op
activities should be open to all the com munity members. The Co-op is
also helping run the used book Co-op here at Lawrence.
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Larry U. Contest
To the Editor:
The Larry Universe Pageant
will happen again this Spring, so
reserve April 27 for a night with
the stars. Interested masculine
morsels and all around showoffs
can contact Betsy Folwell (7312079) or Eric Smithback (ext.
315) for particulars. The contest
w ill include s w im m in g su it,
talent, and evening dress com 
petition and guest appearances
from some of your favorites of
last year. Prospective beefcake
should com mit the following to
m em ory:
“Getting to know you,
Getting to know all about you.
Getting to like you
Hoping that you’ll like m e.”
“ Haven’t you noticed.
Suddenly I ’m bright and
breezy?
Because of all the wonderful
and new
Things I ’m learning about you.
Day by day —”
Prizes will be bigger and better
than ever, with F R E E secret
Larry Universe Souvenir Toilet
Kit to all contestants.
Catch you later.
— B .and E.

Conservatory
Flans 100th
Birthday Year
j

(LU N )—The Lawrence Con
servatory of Music will celebrate
its
100th
an n iv e rsa ry
in
N ovem ber w ith a week-long
series of musical events, it was
recently announced
Am ong
the
scheduled
highlights of the Nov. 10 to 16
centenary week will be recitals
by L aw rence a lu m n i D ale
Duesing of the Düsseldorf Opera
C om pany in G e rm a n y and
I^aVahn Maesch, dean emeritus
of the Conservatory.
An academic convocation and
recitals by m ajor ensembles and
by university faculty members
are also planne d
for the
Novem ber ce le b ra tio n . O ther
activities in honor of the cen
tenary
w ill
be
scheduled
throughout the 1974-75 academic
year.
The Conservatory of Music was
establishe d
in
1874
when
L aw rence College P reside nt
George M Steele appointed T
M a rtin Towne as its first
director. The Conservatory, now
situated in the Lawrence MusicD ram a Center, was housed in its
early years in Main Hall, which
was recently declared an historic
building and entered in the
National Register.
Marshall B. Hulbert, director
of alum ni relations, has been
appointed by President Thomas
S. Smith as chairm an of the
committee planning the Con
servatory centenary celebration.
Hulbert is a 1926 graduate of
Lawrence and a 1932 graduate of
the Conservatory.

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

STEVE EHREN
Steve cam e to I^awrence
follow ing a b r illia n t high
school career at Kohler High
in K ohler, W isconsin
He
earned a phenomenal fourteen
letters coming from football,
b a sk e tb a ll, b a se b all, and
track. Steve was named to AllConference teams in football,
basketball, and baseball and
was also elected captain of the
baseball team! He somehow
,
managed to find tim e to
p a rtic ip a te
in
dra m a,
forensics, the annual, and the
band.
Steve and the rest of Viking
baseball team have ju st
y .W
«¿2
returned from an eight game
Southern trip . The c o m 
petition was rough but Steve
'
■ feels that “ the better com
petition will be helpful in
Steve “ Bom ber” Ehren, co preparing the team and im
proving the hitting and pit
captain of the ’74 Viking
baseball team is this term ’s ching.” The baseball team
will be trying to repeat as
first Athlete of the Week
Steve is one of the few athletes Wisconsin’s representative to
the mid-west college tour
who has played both football
nament.
and baseball all four years
Steve is a math m ajor and
while at Lawrence. He’s been
a regular in the Viking line up he hopes to teach and coach on
in every season that he’s the high school level.
SPON SORED BY L C L l B
played.
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Urban Studies Symposium ’74:
Suburbs, Metropolitan Problems
by Jam es Klick
In lig h t of the grow ing
problems that face it, the Urban
Studies
S p rin g
S y m posiu m
focuses on life in Suburbia. The
Symposium has a two fold pur
pose. The symposium is an at
tempt to develop an awareness of
the resources of the U rban
Studies program and more im 
portantly, to have interesting
lecturers speak on a subject
m atter that may ultimately be of
im p o rta n c e to L a w re n tia n s
(assuming they will some day
escape from Flantz or Trever.)
The Urban Studies program
consists of a committee of six
fac u lty m em b ers an d nine
m ajors (including five seniors).
The committee is more or less
responsible for class schedules
and the development of resources
relating to urban subjects. In the
later function, the committee has
been aided by an increase in
m a te r ia l on u rb a n subjects
available at the library. This
increase in library assetts has
in d ire c tly m ade possible the
second Urban Studies Spring
Symposium
On April 1, Parker G. Marden
provided much of the theme for
the Symposium in his talk en
title d , “ C ity , S u b u rb , and
Metropolis.” His theme is an
atta c k on the “ C o nv en tio na l
W isdom” about the suburbs. The
“ Conventional W isdom” is the
general view of the suburbs as a
single home paradise of station
wagons and apple pie. However,
Marden believes that this view of
su b u rb ia is “ o u td ate d , in a p 
plicable, and in some cases, a
totally misleading view of the
suburbs.”
The residential homogeneity
purported by the “ Conventional
W isdom” is being diluted by an
increasing number of industries,
poor, crimes, and multi-complex
homes Marden sees the surburbs
as a more diversified urban unit
than the “Conventional W isdom ”

allows for. Though the suburbs
are becoming more varied, the
cities on the other hand are
be co m ing m ore hom ogenous,
with the poor and minority
groups be co m ing the m a jo r
residents of the cities. This
“ polarization” of the cities and
suburbs has caused numerous
problems and is the source of
many topics for the Symposium.
In the cities, a sm all migration
of the poor to the suburbs has
been overshadow ed by the
stampede of the rich from the
cities to the suburbs. Along with
the exodus of industries, the
m ig r a tio n of the rich has
produced some m ajor financial
woes for the cities since the taxes
of the poor become the m ajor
source of revenue for the cities.

Cedar R a p id s area
...a n d it ili be home
for the .summer....

COE
SUMMER
SESSION

1974
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* The Fine Arts
* Business
Offerings
«Workshops
* Concentrated
Courses
«Transferable
Degree Work

On Wednesday, April 3, Dr.
David Sawicki gave a lecture
entitled “ Metropolitan Patterns
in Transportation.” Sim ilar to
Parker M arden’s exposure of the
faults with the “ Conventional
W isdom ” , Sawicki confessed that
the tr a d itio n a l tran sp o rtatio n
problems of urban areas were not
problems in his opinion. Included
on the list of traditional tran
sportation problems were: the
long journey to work for the
suburbanites, traffic congestion,
and parking problems.

T ra ffic
congestions,
par
ticularly during the peak hours,
is one problem that has drawn a
lot of attention in the past.
However, according to Sawicki,
The suburbs, too, are faced so long as people commute to
with a m ajor financial problem. work by car, no amount of con
This problem arises from the fact crete can ease the congestion.
that suburbs rely heavily on While more concrete may allow
cheap, decentralized energy. The for a larger volume of cars, more
present energy crisis threatens commuters will take advantage
not only the mobility of subur of this convenience and make
banites but the very survival of their presence known during the
the industries in the suburbs.
peak hours, causing more traffic
Marden ended his lecture on a congestion.
note of studying the suburbs and
The pressing problem s of
city as a single urban unit, the m e tro p o lita n
tran sp o rtatio n
m e tro p o lis. As M ard en had revolve around the fact that the
emphasized throughout his talk, automobile has monopolized the
“ We can not think of the suburbs modes of transportation in urban
as independent of the city, or vice centers. It is the poor who suffer
v e r s a .”
The
idea
of
a most from the domination of the
m e tro p o lita n g o v ern m e nt or horseless carriage. It is the poor
some sort of intra-metropolis who are left immobilized because
cooperation should be studied they can not afford a car and
and experimented with as a because m ass tran spo rtatio n
means of resolving the problems systems are inadequate. The sad
of city and suburb
irony is that the poor need
transportation more than ever
The next day,
A p ril
2,
since retail stores have largely
L a w re n tia n s got their first
critical look at cruel world out fled the poor areas of the cities. It
is the homes of the poor that are
side of the College Avenue
demolished to make room for
ca m p u s.
Though som ew hat
outdated, “ Metropolis” (1926), a freeways. Finally, it seems that
urbanites are willing to spend too
silent movie, provided a situation
much money on transportation
anologous to the present day city
- suburb conflict. The morale of when one considers the price of
pollution, highway construction,
and providing adequate parking.

I f you Ii l i ’ in the

consider ....

this movie is: never follow robot
union leaders.

A complete bulletin
is available to you.
write..

April 8, Kiverview Lounge, 3:00
p.m., “ Opening the Suburbs: The
Case of Housing.” For those who
believe
that
org anized
segretation does not exist in the
suburbs. Professor Richard Stan
will provide a refresher in the
tactics employed by banks and
real estate agencies to keep
suburbia pure. Tuesday, April 9,
Y o u n g c h ild 1(51, 4:00 p .m .,
“ S u b u rb a n
L iv in g :
Six
Solutions.” A film that looks into

Pillinger Receives Warning
To Remove Her Ormsby (lats
by Toni Moore
The LUCC Pet Committee,
established last school year to
control the ownership of all
anim als on campus, served a
warning notice last term to Ms.
B a rb a ra P illin g e r , Dean of
Women, about her possession of
two cats in her apartment in
O rm sby H all. A subsequent
m e m o ran d u m
was recently
sent to Dean Charles Lauter,
Dean of Student Affairs, asking
him to bring the case before the
J B oard, because the in itia l
request to remove the anim als
had not been complied with.
Ms. Pillinger acknowledges she
received the notice, but argues
that special perm ission was
given to her by the A d 
ministration last May to keep the
two cats, and that this overides
the LUCC legislation. Terming
the entire issue a “ m is u n 
derstanding,” Ms. Pillinger notes
that she will not give up her pets
and will move from Ormsby if
necessary.
There were a variety of reasons
the Administration allowed Ms.
Pillinger to have the anim als in
the dormitory. Among them are:
the inclusion of the cats as part of
her fam ily; the lack of another
home for these animals, unlike in
the case of student pet-owners
who can send their pets home;
and the total responsibility she
would take in keeping them in the
domain of the apartment and
from bothering anyone.

How can these problems be
resolved? Dr. Sawicki’s solution
is in the form of a one-two punch
to convince commuters to use
other modes of transportation
On one hand, he wished to
Mike Nowak, LUCC president
pe nalize auto co m m ute rs by
charging toll on freeways at peak and member of the Pet Com 
hours and to raise parking prices mittee, claims no knowledge of
in the city. On the other hand, he this special permission and adds
would like to see an increased that if this is the case it is
m ass tran sp o rtatio n service, decidedly unfair He says making
particularly the bus service. Ms. Pillinger an exception to a
Buses should be given special rule which all student dorm
privileges over autos, a bus lane residentshave to follow. Pinpoints
on en tran ce ra m p s to the what the real issue has become,
freeways for easy access to the “ double s ta n d a rd s ” on
campus for faculty and students.
freeways.
Nowak states that he does not
W hether
D r.
S a w ic k i’s necessarily want to get rid of the
solutions can solve metropolitan cats, but that the legislation
transportation problems or just
“does not exclude anyone and
drive more businesses to the should Ms. Pillinger be allowed to
suburbs is a question mark.
keep her’s, I ’ll try to open up this
However, it is clear that we must same right to everyone.” Nowak
stop thinking in terms of six lane continues that the reasons given
superhighways as the answer to for allowing Ms. Pillinger to have
all transportation woes.
the pets are not really valid,
citing that the apartment Ms.
Upcoming events in the Urban
Pillinger refers to as a “ private
Studies S y m posiu m : M onday,

S u m m e r S e s s io n

large-scale solutions of what can
be achieved in a com m unity if
thoughtful planning is carried to
completion. Wednesday, April 10,
Y o u n g c h ild 161, 7:30 p .m .,
“ S u b u rb ia an d the E nergy
Crisis.” It has already been noted
the suburbs are the product of
cheap, decentralized energy. The
problems that the energy crisis
presents are the topics of
A ssociate
Professor
Paul
Frieseman.

dwelling” is nevertheless still in
the dorm itory and should be
subject to the same rules and
regulations as the rest of the
building and its occupants.
Notices are served only after it
has been substaintiated that an
illegal an im al (ie. cats and dogs)
actually does exist, by either
formal com plaints to the Pet
C o m m itte e
or
previous
know ledge that there is an
anim al in a particular place on
campus. As of the present, no
other warnings have gone out
The final decision on this
specific case will be made by
either the J-Board or the Dean’s
office some time in the future.
There is, however, always the
possibility of changing the entire
legislation on pets, m aking any
action a g a in s t Ms. P illin g e r
unnecessary.

Seniors Hold
Top Averages
Grade point averages for last
term again placed the senior
class at the top of the scales, with
a combined average of 3.326, as
compared with a 3.188 junior
class average, followed by a 2.917
sophomore total and a 2.812
combined G .P.A . for freshmen.
Freshmen, juniors and seniors
all topped the combined averages
achieved first term with their
second term totals.
In the fraternity quadrangle,
the F ijis took top honors with a
combined average of 3.386, with
the Delts placing second with a
3.337, followed by the Phi Taus
with a 3.0(*, Betas 2.978, Phi
Delts 2.603 and Sig Eps with a
2.361.
The Aipha Chis again topped
the sororities with a 3.160. D.G.s
followed at 3.115, Pi Phis at 3.108.
Thetas at 3.078 and Zeta Alpha
Phi, 2.6.
Senior women outranked senior
men, 3.376 to 3.276. Similar
patterns occurred in the other
classes with junior women at
3.253 com pared with their male
counterparts at 3.124, sophomore
men ranked at 2.825 compared to
the wom en’s 3.010, and among the
frosh, women averaged 2.957
compared with the m en’s 2.668
average.
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Comedy Production Begins

MARTHA LARSON, Chris Porter and Eric Dancy stopped for
a rest on a rock on New York’s Central Park during their
recent trip to the city.

by Phoeb (irant
to four factors: his plays are still costumes workable for the ac
For the first time this century,
large ly in m a n u s c rip t, co n  tors, yet they m an ag e d to
Dion Boucicault’s Old Heads and
temporary scholars ignore 19th m aintain a consistency of the
Young Hearts will be produced —
century comedies for their lack of time throughout. The fabrics
by LUTC, May 15-18. This pure
realism , most comedies of that chosen, important in supporting
comedy makes no attempt at any
period were low farces, and he the period, must seem woven or
serious comment on life. The
wasn’t
a literary pirate as were block printed
characters are stereotypical, but
others in his tim e.”
Greg and Liz were careful not
Boucicault successfully draws
interesting roles. The result is
Lynaugh continues—‘The fact to have a formal gown end up
that Boucicault, for 52 years, was looking like a prom dress. They
fun—enjoyable, laughable fun!
Old Heads and Young Hearts is Mr. Theatre in London during a need to portray “a feeling of the
a high comedy of the 19th cen tim e when theatre was the period with some style to it, not
tury. The polished insincerity leading, if not the only, en vice versa. A compromise was
shows the foibles and follies of the tertainment, lends itself to his made with the fashion of high
select stratum of early Victorian importance. Boucicault’s London society to make the actors look
England.
Assurance, just completed a attractive,” and the designers
“hope the audience will find these
P e rh aps
no
one
since y e a r ’s run in London w ith
B o u cicau lt h im se lf q u a lifie s tremendous acclaim , rekindling clothes appear enjoyable to wear,
adding to the reality of the
more to direct this play than Hick interest in high comedy.
Lynaugh of the theatre faculty,
‘Theatre has been left behind scenes.”
who did his dissertation on this in this day of movies and
This show will bring about
remarkable playwright. Besides television, and I hope to recreate another first—Greg Schrimpf is
his personal interest and his a living art form with this
the first student to be scene
belief in the excellence of the dynamic play.”
designer of a m a jo r LUTC
play, Lynaugh wants to present it
Backing up Lynaugh and the 13 production. He tries to be quite
in “hope others will become
actors is a student team of Greg realistic, but has only a few scene
interested and Boucicault will be
designs from the mid-1800's to
given his proper place in literary Schrimpf as scene designer, Liz work from. Although the home
Orelup and Greg Roehrick as
history.”
interiors were “ lent to the
If, as all LUTC members costume designers, E ric Dancy outlandish, they were not the
as stage manager, and Greg
agree, this play is so great, why
Roehrick as technical director. wrenched American Victorian,
hasn’t it been done in this cen
They find their “ prim ary ob now available at Sears, the
tury ? L yn augh believes this
jective of evoking a feeling of American citizen visions ”
stems from “ Boucicault’s lack of
Pulling what information he
re a lism
in
the
aud ience
recognition.” He attributes this
challenging from the standpoint can from the period, Greg finds
of presenting a play viable for his “ design problem is putting
c urre nt ite m s in a m a n n e r everything together and making
r e m in isc e n t of the 1840’s ,” the necessary adaptations ” The
audience must see a “ lavish,
comments Greg Schrimpf.
intricate stage picture, but the
These student directors urge scenery needs to be easily
any Lawrence students who wish changeable to support the flow of
to assist in the success of Old action.” Greg “doesn’t find that
Heads and Young Hearts to drop realism thwarts creativity. It
by the workshop anytime. “There gets you back to working with the
will be plenty of carpentry, a r  actors. The room should look like
p e rie n c e ” , said senior G reg
tistry , p a in tin g , sew ing, and the room where these characters
Schrimpf. “ It influenced the way
thinking for everyone wanting to would be living.”
I perceive my future in the
help in this large production,”
Taking active part in the
theater.” Another senior, Gaye
urges Liz Orelup.
recreation of Old Heads and
Griffith, felt the trip had shown
“The production staff con Young Hearts are: Lon Fiala,
her “a complete cross section of
Brian Slocum, Doug Fyfe, Kevin
stantly finds itself up against the
theater” .
L a in g , C hris P o rte r, P aul
life
style
of
the
Victorian
era,
The instructors of the course
Doepke, C hris W a rd , Tom
c h a ra c te rize d by conspicuous
planned it because they felt that
Hughes, Pam ela Degener, Susan
by seeing good theater in action, co n su m p tio n and conspicuous
Saunders, Sandra M artin, Patti
students would be better able to waste. In order to meet tight
Johns, and Rob Simon.
combine the theories they had budget demands, a simplified
lavishness is our goal,” states the
studied in books with actual
practice. As a follow-up to the scene designer.

Lawrentians Visit \. Y.,
Broadway Over Break
by ( ’athy Boggs
Friday, March 15 was just
another dreary exam day for the
m ajority of people at Lawrence.
But things were quite different
for the thirteen I^awrentians who
that day left Appleton for the
Great White Way of New Y ork’s
Broadway.
The trip was part of a “ Senior
Seminar in Theater D ra m a .” Led
by Mark M alinaukas and Rick
L y n au gh
of
the
T heater
D e p a rtm e n t, the gro up of
predominantly junior and senior
theater m a jo rs went to the
“ C ity” to learn the techniques of
producing good theater from the
pros.
In New York, the travellers
saw performances of six major
plays. On Broadway, they saw
the all-black musical “ R aisin ” ,
“ Find Your Way Home” , Eugene
O ’N e ill’s “ A Moon for the
Misbegotten” , and the avantegarde “ Ulysees in Nighttown” .
The group also saw 2 offB roadw ay p e rfo rm a n c e s : the
critically acclaimed ‘T H E HOT
L B A L T IM O R E ” , an d “ Bad
H abits” . Colleen Dewhurst, who
holds an honorary degree from
Lawrence, and Jason Robards
were highly praised by the group
for their pe rfo rm a n c e s
in
“Moon” .

Besides seeing performances
of the plays, the group also
lea rn ed ab out som e of the
technical work that goes on
backstage in m ajor New York
theaters. They visited the Feller
Scene Studio and learned about
set b u ild in g for Broadw ay
pro ductio ns.
W hile
touring
Lincoln Center, they met with set
and costume designers for the
M e tro po litan O pera C om pany
and the New Y ork P u b lic
Theater. The travellers also met
w ith
the
d ire c to r—stage
manager of a small off Broadway
theater ensemble.
Although much of their time
was spent in theaters or in
several of New Y o r k ’s fine
theater libraries, group members
also had free time in which to see
the sights of the city. Visiting
Central Park, window shopping
on Fifth Avenue, and eating hot
dogs at N athan’s were among
their favorite pastimes, as was
holding midnight rap sessions in
the Hotel Edison to discuss the
d a y ’s activities.

trip, those who participated are
to write papers on two of the
plays they saw , one analyzing the
technical aspects of a production.
There will also be four class
meetings to discuss the trip

In keeping with the overriding
them e
of
m e r r im e n t,
the
costumes will be a variety of
colors. Liz and Greg found they
had to sacrifice a minute amount
of
ac cu racy
in
de sig nin g
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New H ardbounds:
C
—JOSEPH P. KENNEDY—I).E. Koskoff
The complete life story of the patriarch of America’s
foremost family.
—THE EYE OF THE STORM—Patrick White
Displays the spirit of a dying woman as she clutches to life
and struggles to control her family.
—WORKING—Studs Terkel
People talk about what they do all day and how they feel
about what they do.
—TIMES TO REM EM HER—Rose Fitzgerald Kennedy
Her memoirs.
—DRIFTING HOME—Pierre Berton
Tale of an adventurous trip floating down the wild Yukon
River in a rubber raft.
—THE MAN WITH NO SHADOW—Stephen Marlowe
The story of the plot to kill one of Spain’s greatest rulers Francisco Franco.
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The Last Day
is Coming
In order to get a full refund on unused hooks you must return
them hv Saturday, April fith.

‘El Grito Chicano’ Combines Talents
by Mary Cunningham
It is surprising to note how
many people react to the mention
of a Chicano symposium with a
statement like, “ But there are n ’t
that many Chicanos living in
Wisconsin.’’ Maybe thirty-five
hun dred pe rm ane nt C hican o
residents in the Fox Valley region
and surrounding areas doesn’t
seem like such a great number,
nor can it be expected of Lawrence
students to witness the a p 
p ro x im ate do ublin g of this
number in the sum mer months
when the growing season is at
hand and many Chicanos are on
the m ove tow ards m ig r a n t
workers’ camps. The knowledge
of these facts serve a two-fold
purpose: to create a new
awareness in members of the
L aw rence c o m m u n ity of the
nature of the Wisconsin com 
munity of which they may or may
not consider themselves a part,
and in doing sa to allow
Lawrentians to participate in a
much larger, nationwide effort to
solve the special problems of this
c o u n tr y ’s
second
large st
minority group.
The Chicano question will be
brought up this year at Lawrence
in the form of a symposium to be
held on Friday, Saturday and
Sunday of this week, April 5th,
6th and 7th. The name of the
sy m p o siu m
is
“ El
G rito
Chicano” , which translated to
English means ‘The Chicano
Shout” , a shout for awareness on
the part of Anglo-Americans of
the discrim ination and cultural
disintegration which afflicts the
Mexican-American
population.
Why is the Chicano question so
im portant? What makes this
group different from any other
ethnic group which our society
proposes
to
“ a s s im ila te ” ?
Charles Fernandez, chairm an of
La Raza, Inc. executive board

and former president of La Raza,
Inc., the local Chicano self-help
o rg a n iz a tio n , answ ered this
question in a program held last
year in the Fox Valley dealing
with Chicano issues. He replied
that since most other groups are
separated in distance from their
homeland, they have a different
attitude than the Mexican whose
homeland is geographically so
near. Another important factor,
he said, is that the Chicano did
not just migrate to this country,
he was absorbed in the conquest
of Mexican land Equally im
portant, he said, is the factor of
skin color. Those groups who
cannot inter m arry and whose
skin is not like the rest of the
Anglo society are always thought
to be different. “ We have not
been integrated into the Anglo
culture,” he said. “ We have not
been allowed or permitted to do
so, and as a result we have had a
semi-bastard type of living in
which we have been separated
but at the same time not allowed
to jo in .”
“ E l G rito C h ic a n o ” was
plan ne d and org an ized
by
Lawrentians and members of La
Raza and La Raza youth club
(Juventud de La Raza) working
in conjunction on a project which
is the first of its kind to be held at
L aw rence. La R a z a , w hich
translated freely means “our
people” , was organized two years
ago in the Fox Valley to provide
social services to the Chicano
m igrant workers who frequent
this area and to the permanent
p o p u la tio n
of
MexicanAmericans living in Outagam ie
an d the s u rro u n d in g seven
counties. Last year and this year
a number of Lawrentians have
c o lla b o ra te d w ith La R a z a ’s
e d u catio n al p ro g ram
on a
voluntary basis to tutor Chicano
families in Shiocton and Little

Pledge Auction Offers
Workers, Polka Fun
by Sue Parker
Is your room a pit? Does your
car need a new wax job? Or how
about that tutorial paper from
last term you are still typing by
the two-finger method? Are you
dying for a home-cooked m eal9
These
an d
m any
other
im a g in a tiv e services can be
supplied to you. Buy a Pledge at
the Delta Tau Delta
Delta
G am m a
Pledge
A uction,
Saturday night, 9:30 a m in the
Viking Room A polka band will
play during intermissions and
after the auction
The proceeds of this gala event
will go to the Gilloon-Davenport
Book Fund. The book fund is a
mem orium of two Lawrence
students, Maura Gilloon, ’75 and
W illiam Davenport, '73 who died
in May 1972. The Book Fund
aw ard,
arran ge d
through
Conkey’s, provides all the books
for an academic year Two needy
students are awarded annually.
Last year Daniel Winkler ’76 and
Robert Gurke '75, received the
award.
Among other tasks pledges
performed last year after being
auctioned off was a rather unique
episode. Charlie Ray, '73 bought
Ju li Marshak Charlie’s request
for three hours of J u li’s time

Come See
Bob. Glen, and Joe
At The New

CAMPUS
BARBER SHOP
129 N.

Durkee

at Washington

Call For Appointment
739-1805

consisted of planting buttercups
at the mem orial for Maura and
Willie at the bottom of union hill
Everyone is encouraged to
come. The opportunity of a
lifetime awaits you!!
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F R I.. SAT., SUN.
Fri. & Sat. 2 p.m ., 7:00 & 9:30.
Sunday 2:00 , 4:30, 7:00, 9:30.

F r a n c o Z e ffi r e l u

Chute who have little or no
knowledge of English
The program, to begin on
Friday, consists of a series of
cultural and educational events
which have been made possible
through funds provided by the
Lawrence Special Events and
Public Occasions Committees,
La Raza, Inc. and La Juventud de
La Raza. On Friday afternoon
and evening, two film s will be
shown in Youngchild Hall, Room
161; no a d m issio n w ill be
charged. The first movie, entitled
“ E l Teatro Campesino,” to be
shown at four-thirty, tells the
story of the birth of a Chicano
theater group in the midst of the
first m ajor grape-pickers’ strikes
in California and of the group’s
experiences since that time as
they bring the message of their
people to audiences in the United
States, Mexico,and Europe. The
second movie will be shown as
part of the F ilm Classics series;
it is entitled “ Salt of the E arth”
and depicts the stru g g le of
Chicano miners in the Southwest
On
S a tu rd a y
afternoon
beginning at 1:30 p.m. there will
be a speakers panel in Riverview
lounge featuring a variety of
people
experienced
and
kno w led ge able
in
C hicano
matters in many areas. The
w arden of Fox Lake State
R e fo rm a to ry ,
Fox
Lake,
Wisconsin, has kindly consented
to allow Jesse Lara, a Chicano
prisoner for the last five years to
come and speak on Chicano
prisoners. Francisco Rodriguez,
Jr ., presently counselor for Latin
A m e ric a n
students
at
the
University of Wisconsin-Madison
and formerly city m anager of
Cristal City, Texas, will speak on
La Raza Unida political party
and on Chicanos and higher
education . He w ill be a c 
companied by Ernesto Monge,
also of Madison, who will speak
on Chicanos and civil rights. Mr.
M onge w ill replace E rne sto
Chacon and Francisco Camacho
of
M ilw au k ee
who
were
originally scheduled to speak on
this issue and were unable to
a tte n d at the last m in u te .
Eufem ia Seymour and Mary
Powers of Sheboygan, advisors
on bilingual education in the
Sheboygan Public Schools, will
speak on bilingual education
Finally, a pending appearance of

NOW You
Can See
“THE
EXORCIST

The final event in the Chicano series is the appearance of a
Mexican folk minstrel group, “Mariachi de San Luis” of
Chicago. The group will begin playing at 7:00 p.m. in River
view Lounge: no admission will be charged.
J o h n M au ric e , recently a p 
pointed to head the Outagamie
County Unified Health Service
B oard’s county drug program,
will add to the program the topics
of C hican o e m p lo y m e n t and
m igrant worker problems in
which area Mr. Marice has had
much experience in the past.
S a tu r d a y ’s
pro g ram
w ill
continue with the reshowing of
“ Salt of the E a rth ” in Youngchild
Hall at 7:30 p.m. to be followed at
9:30 p.m. by a dance in Riverview
Lounge fe a tu rin g ‘‘The I m 
perials” , a Chicano rock group
from Racine. Admission of $.75
will be charged at the door and
non-alcoholic beverages will be
served inside.
Sunday’s panel of speakers will
in clu de
V ictor
R a m ire z ,
President of La Raza, Inc.,
C harle s F ern and e z, form er
president and current chairm an
of the executive board of La
Raza, Father Pancho Oyarbide,
director of La Raza, Maria Anita
Sanchez, editor of “ Adelante
R aza” ,
the
o r g a n iz a tio n ’s
monthly newspaper and other
members of La Raza. Slides will
be shown and the panel members
will talk about the organization,
its
a im s ,
its
roles
and
achievements and about their
experiences as residents of a
largely Anglo community.
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Streaking Into College
Antics Of Yesteryear
by (iary J. Richardson
Around the time when the snow
started melting for the first time
(early March); college students
around the country, in what could
be the beginning of the return to
fundamentals, began to engage in
the healthy exercise of running.
In order to give their skin a
chance to reap the benefits hair
gets when the wind runs through
it, these students also decided to
leave their clothes behind, and
perhaps give them the sem i
monthly washing.
This trend, which really is very
healthy, has shocked a lot of
people off their beer cans. They
cannot understand what would
make anyone desire to race
around as God made them,
without regard for m an-m ade
stan d ard s
of
decency
(or
decadence), not to mention the
effect this could have on the
clothing industry if this should
spread.
But hold the phone! The people
that prim arily have gotten upset
are, you guessed it, the “ other
generation.” They like very little
we do anyway, but this really
made them blow their petunia
beds. To them this is offensive,
in d e c e n t,
in c o n s id e r a te ,
degenerate, and damn nasty.
We must, however, look at all
of this in perspective. This could
be, and probably is, the newest
method college students have
developed for having fun, gaining
n otoriety, an d m a k in g
the
citizens of the towns that house
colleges want to band together to
get rid of colleges and in par
ticular college students once and
for all. Crisis breeds solidarity.
What the critics are guilty of,
however, is forgetting things they
did while they and their con
temporaries were in college.
These things have been depicted
in such classic films as “ High
T im e” , “ Mother was a Fresh
m a n ” , “ Father Was a F u llb ack ” ,
or any of the famed teenage love
movies of the ’50’s that everyone
keeps try in g
to m ak e
us
remember the harder we try to
forget.
Take, for example, the old
tra d itio n re g a rd in g freshm en
as much below the hum an level of
existence, and then freshmen
using their full capacity to merit
this distinction. For years the
freshmen had to wear funny hats
that made them look ridiculous,
bow from the waist when ap
proaching sophomores and up.
and dare not call an
up
perclassman by his first name
without his written permission.

This wasn’t all, though. There
used to be the fra te rn ity
initiations, which were based on
the same theory as Rom an en
tertainment when they took all
the kids to the Coliseum for an
afternoon of fun watching the
Christians fight the lions. There
were certain tasks that the
pledges had to perform before
they were officially members.
Among these were scrubbing
floors spotless, only to have the
actives tram ple across them with
fresh mud, as opposed to stale
mud, which is easier to clean; or
crashing the exclusive parties of
the college, and perhaps being
co m pelled to dance w ith a
visiting dignitary.
Of course fraternities weren’t
alone in participation in these fun
filled activities. There was the
pep rally before homecoming.
One of many activities the finest
m in ds in the country were
engaged in (rather than fighting
in World War II was building
bonfires of enormous height. To
build these fires, the college
students had to range hither and
tither, from whence to where,
here and there, up and down,
back and forth, and anyplace else
they left out in order to get
anything they could add to a pile
that would burn. S om etim es
these towers of junk got to 2(K)
feet in the air. Then these towers
were dowsed w ith gasoline,
(c o n trib u tin g to the present
energy crisis) and then they were
lit. When people did this following
theassassinationof Martin Luther
King it was called vandalism.
When this was done during the
‘40’s it was good clean college
fun This isn’t to mention such
unsanitary and inhumane habits
as stuffing musty bodies into
phone booths and eating goldfish,

which aren’t supposed to be eaten
alive, or at all.
Let’s not forget the fabulous
‘50’s This was the era when girls
were running around in bobby
socks and ankle long skirts, and
boys were putting Crisco in their
hair to get the greasy look. What
did they do for entertainment?
Go to the beach and sit. They
listened to music, played bongos,
grew beards, drank themselves
into oblivion, and then went into
town to destroy everything in
sight. From these movies, one
gets the impression that the
National Guard was called in
whenever giant insects appeared,
or when college students arrived
Those who could not afford the
trips to the beach (it’s kind of far
from Kansas) would put their
money into automobiles so they
were able to race along deserted
streets at 3:00 a.m . and run off
the road, any car that dared show
its headlights.
This is what college students
used to do to have a good time.
Now they run around town with
their clothes off. Perhaps this is
u p se tting ,
v u lg a r ,
vile,
degenerate, offensive, indecent,
and dam n nasty. But there may
be an answer to an age old
question w ith in a ll of this.
Catholic grade schools around
1958 told the first graders that the
reason there were no pictures of
God is that He is too beautiful for
us to imagine. This could have
been, however, the type of an 
swer given when first graders
ask where babies come from. In
reading the Book of Genesis,
there is no mention of God
m aking clothes, either for Adam
and Eve, or the angels, or even
h im se lf. M aybe God is a
streaker!

Em-bare-assed?

Police Nab Supersfreak
by David Duperrault
Appleton police weren’t fooling
aro u nd A p ril 1 when they
arrested a Lawrence student for
streaking.
It a ll starte d when “ J .C .
Superstreak” stripped off his
inhibitions and gave a very
revealing performance as part of
the April Fool’s Concert Monday
night. The audience’s approval
apparently spurred Superstreak
to even cheekier antics.
Clad only in boots and a mask,
J.C. and his sim ilarly attired
sidekick streaked out of the
M usic-D ram a C enter - p r a c 
tically into the arm s of several of
Appleton’s watchful men in blue.
Undaunted, the nude duo dashed
across College Avenue, with the
Peace Officers hot in pursuit His
fleet-footed comrade escaped,
but alas, J.C . Superstreak was
overtaken near Brokaw Hall
He was taken to the city police
station and charged with in 
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decent conduct, and later
released
on
his
own
recognizance. J.C. Superstreak
will face his Phariseean per
secutors, appropriately, on Good
Friday, April 12. The m axim um
penalty is $100, with up to 90 days
in jail for nonpayment of the fine.
The naked truth of the matter is
that Appleton police do not
normally patrol the campus,
coming only when they are called
in. U n fo rtu n a te ly
for J .C .
Superstreak. the officers who
m ade the arrest just happened to
be in the vicinity. A police
spokesm an ex plaine d that if
streakers would stay on campus,
they would probably not be
bothered. However, J.C . streaked
across city property, and such a
bare faced violation was cause
for an arrest.
After all, if God wanted people
to run naked, they would be born
that way.
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Rapping on Baseball

m nn
An M U/k AttllM/t t h<t K ' l Í
man, can
he swing the bat. I
H a m m e r could break the
thought he had the looks of a
record here.
younger Ronny Santo.
S p a rk y : W ell, y o u ’re really
looking healthy. I ’m really Kastner: Yeah, he’s really an
excitable player. I ’ve been
tickled to see ya Tell me, how
impressed with him also What
does Lawrence look this year?
really sticks out in my mind
Kastner: I ’m really excited and
about him is his tremendous
optimistic. It’s gonna be a heck
attitude. He’s an extremely
of a year for us.
hard worker.
S parky: Well, stick me with some
Sparky: T hat’s great to hear. I
details.
knew he was something special
Kastner: Our motto is “ run. run,
when we had him here at
r u n !” We want to make things
Riverfront Stadium
happen this year. Last year’s Kastner: He might turn pro. he’s
team was extremely boring to
that good.
watch.
S parky: I like your style. Tell me, Sparky: Well. I hope he does.
We’ll draft him if we can. What
have you got any Joe Morgans
about the rest of your club? Can
or Lou Brocks on your team?
your pitching hold up9
Kastner: Well, I wouldn’t put
anyone in their class, but we do Kastner: It could be the key to
our season
We have the
have some people who can ru n :
aggressiveness, the speed and
Tommy Brown, an outfielder
the hitting. Now all we have to
from Chicago, Bobby Mon
do is hold the opposition. We
tgomery, a speedster, also
can make things happen. What
from Chicago; those are two I
we have to do is stop the op
can think of right now.
position from doing the same
Sparky: How far can speed take
thing.
you? Do you have any hitting?
Kastner: Well, we have the Sparky: 1 trust you’re working
hard toward that goal.
potential in guys like Larry
Kastner: Well, so far I ’m happy.
T re m ain e , co-captain Tom
We have a couple of returning
B row n, Bob M o ntg om ery,
starters in Paul Yankee and
Blane Lewis, and our other co
Bill Greer Yankee is a low ball
captain Steve Ehren, and Jerry
pitcher and Greer is another
Good body.
Bob Gibson, a flame thrower
Sparky: Hey, I ’ve heard that
We have another potentially
nam e before. We tried to sign
capable starter in Tim Pruett
him out of high school, but he
and an outstanding reliever in
rejected our offer to go to
Steve Ehren
Lawrence. We had him here for
Sparky: It sounds good. The
a visit. He really impressed
talent looks to be there this
me. A super gloveman, and
year. I wish you all the luck in
the world.
Kastner: Thanks Spark. We were
only 8-18 last year, but with our
returning players and some
o u tstan d in g new com ers in
L arry T re m ain e and J im
Wilkinson, I think we’ll im 
prove.
by Curt Cohen
a g a in s t som e of the better
Sparky: I ’m sure you will Listen.
Spring. Ah yes! That mystical c o m p e titio n in that region
Bobby,
(g la n c in g
at
a
season for love, fun in the sun, Lawrence will open its pre
scoreboard clock and seeing
streakers and
baseball.
season schedule in a double
it’s 1:30) I ’ve got to run to the
That “ infamous” phenomenon header against LeMoyne-Owen
clubhouse. Take it easy and
- streaking -which seems to have College, followed by two-game
enjoy the game. I ’ll write you a
infiltrated the Lawrence campus, joints versus Memphis State,
letter sometime. Take care.
compliments of the men of Sigma D elta
State
and
L a m b u th
Phi Epsilon, also seems to have College.
its parallel on the basepaths of
Though deficient in southpaws,
W h itin g F ie ld , hom e of the the Vikes could turn over a new
Lawrence baseball Vikings.
leaf regarding spring trips (best
“ We didn’t run very much last finish: .500).
y e a r ” , said rookie baseb all
Led by veteran pitchers Bill
Coach Bob Kastner. “ We tried to Greer, Paul Yankee and Tim
rely on extra-base hits and the Pruitt - all righties - Lawrence
by Tracy Kahl
like as an important part of our could bring back a better than
The Women's Track Team will
offense.”
average record in their 1974
be m aking its debut appearance
But, Kastner added, “ Every sp rin g tr ip ,
p ro v id in g
the
Sunday, April 7, at the Madison
dav we have had drills e m  righties come through
phasizing the bunt and run and
Open track meet to be held this
With the final addition of such
weekend in Madison The com 
overall speed Its a transition We big guns as Tom “ Brownie”
have Bob M ontgom ery and Brow n and Steve “ B o m b e r ”
pe titio n w ill be fo rm id a b le ,
though, as many of the UW ex
Blaine Lewis who’re really fast” . Ehren - both Co-captains - the
Such is the scene as the Vikes are easily “ more com
tension schools - M adison,
L aw rence
baseb all
team petitive than ever before in LU
Oshkosh, Whitewater, Stevens
prepares to depart for its annual history” , according to Kastner.
Point, Milwaukee are likely to
spring trip in “ the heart of the “ Nobody’s really assured of a
show, along with various small
south” .
colleges such as Ripon and
position
. everybody’s fighting
Kastner has 25 young hungries for a job . . . everybody must
Beloit. In addition, any local
out for this edition of I>awrence (therefore) respect each other’s
tracks are welcomed to enter,
baseball With the likes of frosh abilities.”
which means that the Viking
ou tfie ld e r
J im
W ilk in son
women will be faced with fleetThus as the quarter changes
(M ilw au k e e- M arqu e tte), first an d the spo tlight fa lls on
footed 14 - 16 year old girls in
sacker Jim Hansen (Pewaukee), baseball, Coach Kastner and his
addition to their usual collegiate
shortstop Jeff (’hew (Menasha) 25 charge s head south in
competitors.
and
ca tch e r
Steve
Tasch preparation for another Midwest
The women’s team was started
(W illiam s Bay) com plim enting A thle tic Conference
early last term through the
(M A C )
the veteran squ ad , m entor season
o rg a n iza tio n a l
feats
of
Kastner regards the team as
Sophom ore
Lynne
L a Jo n e .
If the “ big
g u n s ’ ’ , the
having “outstanding potential” . baseballeese equivalent of the Sig
Lynne, a middle distance runner
“ If we get the pitching, we E p streake rs ( “ M o n ty ” and
from P a rk R id ge, 111., has
should be a very good team ” , the Lewis) and Viking pitching all
managed to recruit more than a
dozen girls for the new team
Viking skipper added
come along, Lawrence m ay in 
Some of those who have shown
The Vikes head south Sunday, deed have a sequel to its 1972
talent as sprinters (60, 100, and
March 17, for an eight game stint MAC' championship team
220 yard dash) are Marcia Bellas,
’77, Norm al, 111.; Crystal Cash,
1974 BA SEBA LL S C H E D U L E
'77, New York; Pat Chappie, ’76,
Sat., Apr. 6 (2) I^ake Forest College
Lake Forest, 111. 12 noon
Chicago; Marcia DeCramer, '76,
Rosendale, Wise.; Suzanne Hart,
Monday, April 15
(2) Milton College
Appleton, Wis. 1 p.m
'77, Sheboygan; Ellen Jakes, '77,
Wed , Apr 17
(2) lak e la n d College
Sheboygan, Wis. 1 p.m
Kettering. Ohio; Juli Marshak.
Saturday, April 20
(2) Ripon College
Appleton, Wis. 1 p.m.
’76, Park Ridge, 111 ; Anne Mc
Sat., Apr. 27 (2) Northwestern College
Watertown, Wis 1 p.m
Carthy, '74, Washington, D C .;
Amy Merriam . '74. St Paul;
Tuesday, April 30
(2 or 3) Ripon College
Ripon, Wis. 1 p m
Krisha Rogers. '74. Chicago;
Saturday, May 4 (2) St. Norbert College DePere, Wis 1 p.m.
Laura Speiss, '77, Milwaukee;
Saturday, May 11 (2) College of Racine Appleton, Wis 1 p.m
D arlene
Y oung,
'76,
E ast
All Viking home games are played at Whiting Field on East
Chicago
H eights,
111.;
Newberry Street.
and Andrea W illia m s o n , '77.
Appleton In addition to Lynne.

by Jon Cowett
Cincinnati, Ohio - a cold, rainy
som ber afternoon (T hursda y ,
April 5, 1974) 12:30 p.m ., two
hours before the Atlanta Braves
are to take on the Cincinnati
R eds; S parky A nderson, the
personable 40-year-old m anager
of the Cincinnati ball club is
sitting on his hands quietly on the
second tier of the Reds’ bench. He
is thinking to himself about the
u p co m in g
gam e.
Q uestions
continually going through his
m ind are; what happens when
Hank Aaron comes to the plate?
How are we going to pitch to the
M an? Can Billingham do the job?
Can Ken Griffey come through'7
Will the cold rainy day bother my
p itc h e r? Suddenly, he is in 
terrupted by the pounding of a
hand on his shoulder blade He
looks up and sees Alex Gram m as,
his third base coach, smiling
broadly down at him
Sparky: W hat’s so funny Alex?
Alex: There’s an old friend of
yours that’s here to say hello.
He’s standing over at the fence.
Sparky looks over and notices an
old friend, Bob Kastner, a man
in his twenties, waving at him.
The white haired manager runs
toward Kastner.
Sparky: Bobby, how the heck are
you? What are you doing in
town? How’s your ball club look
this year? Are you optimistic?
Bob: Sparky, hey, its really great
to see you. I ’m in Cincy for a
couple of days. I brought my
boys with me to see if the

Ah Spring....

Baseball on the Wing

And the Living is Easy?
by Jon Cowett
Springtime in the South can be
a very relaxing time of year. A
person who travels to that area of
the country can enjoy its
beautiful scenery, the beaches,
the warm weather, the beautiful
Southern belles, the streakers,
and even the game of baseball.
Unless that person happens to be
the LawTence University Viking
hard ball crew
For this group of young men
who dare to call themselves
athletes, their trip was almost a
complete disaster. They left the
Appleton community, embarking
on an 8 game swing and returned
with a 1-7 slate.
It was pure horror for the
W isconsin crew AS T H E Y
M ANAGED TO LOSE E V E R Y
P O S S IB L E W A Y , B L O W IN G
BIG LEADS, losing by a whisker,
or getting blown out of the contest
early. The problem was untimely

Women's Track
Opens Season

I^s lie Chabot, '77, from Mound,
Minn runs middle distance (440
and 880 yard) events.
The women’s track team has
been practicing indoors with the
varsity team because of the poor
weather lately, but hopes to get
outside as soon as possible.
Although the facilities have much
to be desired, the team is in ex
cellent condition. “One nice thing
about practicing with the men is
that they are always willing to
give us suggestions for im 
provements,” noted Lynne. ‘The
team is looking good, and we
have some real fast runners, like
Andrea, but as you can see, we
have quite an abundance of
sprinters.” So far, the only girls
who have also showed an interest
in other events are Ju li Marshak,
shotput, and Marcia DeCramer,
high
ju m p .
“ L u c k ily ,
the
Madison meet will be scored on
an individual basis, but we still
need girls for the other field
events if we are going to win any
regular meets.”
Coach Gene Davis, with added
help from Russ Ullsperger, is
o p tim is tic about the t e a m ’s
outlook New uniforms have been
ordered and should arrive in time
for the Vikes’ first appearance
against Beloit on April 13 at
Beloit So far the only home meet
scheduled will be the Viking
Relays, slated for April 27
However, Coach Davis is trying
to wade through the red tape
necessary for the women’s track
(plus baske tball and tennis)
teams to go varsity in the future,
in addition to setting up a new
conference for women’s sports

hitting, horrendous pitching, and
a porous defense.
The reason could be due to a
lack of pre-season training as the
hardballers were confined to the
gym in the early going This is
contrasted to the fact that all four
Southern teams that the Vikes
faced had enjoyed a tremendous
w arm
s p rin g
c lim a te
in
preparing themselves for their
first games. The horrendous
showing could also be attributed
to a rigorous schedule that had
the Vikes playing eight games in
five days. The players always
complained of being exhausted
and run down.
Even during this dark hour,
there were some bright spots for
L aw rence.
The
pitc h in g
department came through with a
couple of surprises with the likes
of Tim Pruett and Steve Ehren
I,arry Tremaine tore the covers
off the ball, batting a cool .421
with three stolen bases and
playing a great shortstop This
despite the fact that he had not
played for two years. But the rest
of the team fared poorly. No one
else could field, hit, or pitch. It
was very sad, indeed.
Coach Robert Kastner did see
some good things come out of this
experience. He was able to use all
20 men and count out which 13 or
14 men he would be able to use
compatibly. He stored up two or
three doubtful positions, and
found som e added p itc h in g
strength
The young mentor,
despite the losing experience,
found his players to be a
delightful bunch, experiencing no
troublemakers or “ bubblegum ”
artists. They were all hard
workers and very receptive team
m em b ers.
“ The
guys
do
everything I ask, he said
He summarized the trip by
commenting, “ We can ’t ever be
satisfied with a 1-7 record We
have to strive today to be better
than we were yesterday.”
For the Lawrence University
Viking baseball team, based on
the Southern trip, that task
shouldn’t be to difficult to ac
complish.

Jock Shorts
The track coach is looking for a
student track assistant. Many
fringe benefits. Please contact
Coach Davis, ext 210 (man or
woman).
—o—
Prediction of the y e a r!!! Yes
sports fans, the L aw re ntian
sports staff predicts that Hank
Aaron will break Babe R uth’s
home run record this year. (What
did you expect9 )

